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MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
AT WORKPLACE
This edition of CAMSC's newsletter focuses on the
initiatives by our network members to enhance the
workforce culture, spread awareness on the importance
of mental wellbeing and providing opportunities for
inclusion for our neuro-diverse population.
Read EY's Neurodiversity Centers of Excellence
(NCoE) article that speaks to inclusivity of the
neurodivergent population and our latest edition of "On
the Couch with CAMSC" with Brad Talwar from
TalentBurst Inc, where he sheds light on importance of
mental health wellness at workplace. Catch up on our
supplier success story with Wilcox Door Service Inc.
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
BY CASSANDRA
DORRINGTON

CAMSC’s 2021 Diversity Procurement
Fair, "Breakthrough to Brilliance," sets
the stage for innovation, education, and
opportunity.
2020 was an interesting year for the global
economy. While some parts of the
economy had some setbacks during 2020,
other parts barely missed a beat. It was a
year of extremes. During that time, we
witnessed both the gaps and the resilience
of the Canadian supply chain. As 2021
unfolds, we are excited at the thoughts of
re-opening, resumption, and growth.

"ALL IN ALL, WE HAVE KEPT THE
STRENGTHS FROM OUR PRIOR
EVENTS AND ADDED NEW EVENTS
TO INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE
PROCUREMENT FAIR."
This is year number two for CAMSC hosting
a virtual conference. While we know that
virtual does not take the place of “being
there”, it certainly counters hours of travel
and costs and in other cases, is doable even
given conflicting conferences in differing
geographic locations.
Breakthrough to Brilliance sets the tone with
an incredible program this year. We have
divided the conference into two days of
education and sharing followed by two days
of matchmaking in the following week.
On day one, we begin with a fireside chat
with the Minister on the evolution of the
federal government’s procurement processes
to incorporating diversity in the supply chain,
followed by a keynote from Terry Dennis -

Davies of MLSE (Maple Leaf Sports
Entertainment) on Why Diversity Matters;
and we then introduce a series of concurrent
industry panels on the changing business
requirements and potential opportunities.
We conclude day one with our perennial
favourites, the Supplier’s Bootcamp, and the
Corporate Member Forum (By Invite Only).
These have been thought provoking and
invaluable working sessions for both the
suppliers and our corporate members and
we anticipate similar responses this year to
our chosen topics.
On day two, in addition to four more industry
sessions, we are delighted to announce two
new features to our Procurement Fair; the
first new feature is the Pitch Competition
showcasing new Businesses under five
years in business competing for a $5000
USD Scholarship to the Tuck School of
Business
coupled
with
free
CAMSC
certification.
While the pitches may not be in-person, we
have added a real time panel of industry

judges the final 4 competitors for a live element to
add to the excitement and spontaneity of the
event.
The second new segment is the introduction of a
New Members’ reception. CAMSC has seen
several new corporate and supplier members
enter the network in 2020 and 2021.
We know that doing business with each other is
key to success, and part of that is doing business
with people that you know, it is important that you
meet and get to know each other. We would like
you to join us for the new members’ reception and
meet the expanding network of suppliers and
corporate members.
Last year, if you may recall, we had one full day of
match making. We heard your feedback about the
value of the Matchmaking, and we have
expanded our matchmaking to two days to
provide additional connections given our many
new members.

If you have not signed up yet, time is running out,
come meet our new members, and our seasoned
members, share your value proposition and listen
for potential opportunities.
All in all, we have kept the strengths from our
prior events and added new events to increase
the value of the Procurement Fair. I invite you to
join us for what will be an exciting conference.
Let me conclude by saying that there are many
things to be thankful for as we look at our families,
friends, and our colleagues. As we reflect on
2020, the value of simple things such as health
and happiness emerge in importance.
As we see a foreseeable future more virtual
activities and lesser in person interactions, I
encourage you to continue to support each other
during these times and educate your circle of the
utmost importance of mental wellbeing.

Wilcox Partners
with Tree Canada

SUPPLIER STORY

In the summer of 2020, our leadership team had
our first in person meeting in months to review
our goals and objectives for the quarter.
A lot of the conversation was around COVID-19
and all the impacts it was having on our
business, but a significant part of the
conversation was around something bigger. The
environment, our company’s impact on it and
what we could be doing right to mitigate the
negative effects on it.
This discussion led to several quarterly goals
for the leadership team that involved methods
of reducing our carbon footprint internally; these
efforts came from better steel recycling, a new
recycling program in general, further digitization
of our work and projecting and implementing
remote work as a more permanent alternative
for some facets of the business.
The objective was to get a gauge of where our
carbon footprint stood, and how we were going
to offset it. This led to our discovery calls with
several organizations and ultimately, Tree
Canada. Tree Canada is one of the leading
organizations
focusing
on
“Re-Greening”
efforts, planting trees. Since we are an Ontario
(Canada) based company, we were particularly
interested in re-greening Ontario. After several
calls, we were able to develop a program with
Tree Canada that aligned with our business
model.
At Wilcox, service and employee welfare has
always been the main motive of our company.
We paired these two concepts by setting a
commitment to plant a tree for every service call
that we performed for a customer on our
Preventative Maintenance Program.
This initiative not only led to more customers
choosing a Door and Dock service company
that prioritized the environment (amongst
several other initiatives), but it gave us a
significant improvement in the offset against our
carbon emissions and our team feels proud to
be part of this initiative that focuses on benefitt-

-ing the society and our environment the same
time. As we move towards a future of
technological
advancements
and
industrialization, focusing on our roots and
staying connected to our environment is of
utmost importance. And so, this initiative is
close to every employees’ heart at Wilcox.

ABOUT WILCOX DOOR SURVICE INC.
Wilcox Door Service Inc., a certified
Aboriginal-owned business, is the industry
leader in supplying, installing, and servicing
door, dock, and gate solutions for commercial
and industrial facilities since 1912.
The company is located in Mississauga and
Hamilton to ensure their GTA, Golden
Horseshoe
and
South-Western
Ontario
customers receive 2-hour response time.
Wilcox offers commercial door and dock
service and maintenance across the country
through our National Accounts Program.

To learn more about the initiatives and other causes check out Wilcox's website at www.wilcoxdoor.com.

NEURODIVERSITY AT EY
What if great minds don't think alike?
BY TAMMY MORRIS, EY CANADA, NEURODIVERSITY NETWORK LEADER
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In early 2020 EY expanded the firm’s Neurodiversity Centers of Excellence (NCoE) model in
Canada under the leadership of Anthony Rjeily, EY Partner in Montreal, and National Leader
for Digital Transformation.
The strengths-based talent initiative was first launched in Philadelphia in 2016. Today, over
150 neurodivergent staff have come into the firm through proven methodology for recruiting,
onboarding, and training. Talented neuro-diverse associates are helping the firm to meet the
global demand for innovation and emerging technology skills.
Across the firm EY Partners and Leaders, including CAMSC Board Chair Lori Benson, were
eager to support the effort to leverage a largely untapped talent pool bringing automation,
blockchain, cyber and data analytics skills to EY.
Neurodiversity refers to the normal variations in the human population, and as part of our
greater biodiversity, focuses on how our brains are uniquely wired to think and behave.
Statistically, we all likely already know or work with someone who is neurodivergent and
either unknowing or undiagnosed.
An estimated 15% of Canadians are neurodivergent. Often these inherent differences in
perspective are an advantage to business through enhanced focus, creativity, problemsolving, and honesty. In all cases, they bring a spirit of determination by many who have had
to navigate a social world designed for those who fit ‘the norm.’

NEURODIVERSITY AT EY
Evidence supports that neurodiversity, like all diversity, brings unique perspectives,
innovation, and leads to more creative and financially viable companies. For EY, guided by
our tagline ‘Building a Better Working World’ we strive to ask better questions.
As we near CAMSC’s Annual Procurement Fair, recent conversations discussing the
intersectionality between neurodiversity and race, ethnic background, and all other
marginalized groups have highlighted that these are not mutually exclusive, nor individual
checks on a balance sheet of diversity, but in fact complex issues that impact EY, CAMSC
suppliers, and our neuro-diverse world.
There are several questions that suppliers and employers should challenge ourselves with
every day. First, consistent with CAMSC’s mission, are we opening doors? Neurodivergent
employees within EY perform the same work as every other team member and are held to the
same high standards in the firm for accuracy and quality. It is a strengths-based talent
initiative.
However, we know given the disproportionately high rates of unemployment and
underemployment (up to 85% for the autism population) that there exists a superficial set of
markers in our traditional interviewing process that excludes people who are highly qualified
to perform the work.
Next, we should ask ourselves if we have overlooked the very strong business case
surrounding this talent pool. There are an estimated 600,000 Canadians in this talent pool.
Finding talent is the leading concern for Canadian companies. There are some general, longestablished metrics around disability hiring, some established and led by Canadian Mark
Wafer of Tim Hortons, one of the first in the private sector to share statistics including
reduced turnover by 35%, increased attendance and safety on the job. Further each company
that leverages neuro-diverse talent reaps their own unique rewards. For EY, given the highly
technical work that we do, requiring innovative thinking and problem solving, and a high level
of focus and attention, this talent is critical.
In the future we hope that our collective neurodiversity as a community will be viewed as not
a barrier but the explanation for our collective greatness, and we will more often hear some
of my favourite phrases ‘by the way, that business is…minority owned, diversity led,
neurodivergent operated, and made in Canada.’
EY has turned our learnings and proven methodology, with a five- year retention rate over
92%, into a consulting service offering. Our EY Consulting practice, combined with lived
experience, and EY’s People Advisory Services consultants are working together to help our
clients launch their own neurodiversity hiring initiatives and neuro-inclusive transformation.
Contact Tammy.Morris@ca.ey.com to learn more or to work with the NCoE.

ON THE COUCH WITH CAMSC
Featuring Brad Talwar
We at CAMSC love connecting with our network and share updates on inspiring
stories and motivational messages. ‘On the Couch with CAMSC’ is one such effort
to highlight our network members.
We are excited to have Brad Talwar, Founder and CEO of TalentBurst, Inc. with
us for this edition!

2020 was a challenging year. How did your
organisation turn that around to your
advantage and achieve success during the
pandemic?
2020 was a unique and interesting year!
TalentBurst partnered with our clients as we
moved to a mostly remote work environment
and aided in establishing dedicated home
office set ups, worked with the employees to
identify
any
adjustments
needed
with
schedules and duties to achieve a “new
normal” work life balance.
When employees work duties does not support
being remote, we ensured they had the PPE
and necessary guidance on how to safely
report into work to continue work production.

As we have adopted the new normal, could
you shed some light on how your
organisation is incorporating Mental Health
Awareness in workplace?
TalentBurst has a complimentary EAP offering
that we have shared with all our employees
and have boosted our Medical partnership
communications with the employees to use as
a resource in a confidential and beneficial
manner.
Our team has established a check in routine to
touch base with our employees fairly regularly
via email, text, phone and video calls whenever
possible
so
that
the
human-to-human
interaction isn’t lost, and the connection
remains open and available to them for any
needs they may have.

Brad Talwar, Founder and CEO, TalentBurst, Inc.

Being in the staffing and recruitment
industry, what advice do you have for the
employers about importance of Mental
Health Awareness at Workplace?
It has been a very new and disruptive
experience over the last year for everyone; inaddition to work responsibilities, personal
responsibilities changed and ended up adding

ON THE COUCH WITH CAMSC
Featuring Brad Talwar
everything from virtual school, concerns around health and potential exposure to the virus, as
well as being closed off from family, friends, and co-workers. It is indeed a heavy load for
anyone to carry!
So, it is important for the employer to be mindful of one’s mental health as it not only affects
the current work performance but leads to health issues in the long term. So, being aware
and sensitive to all aspects of your employee’s current situation is important towards better
performance, budget, and overall success.
Would you like to give any message to our network?
TalentBurst is as successful as our employees make us! We value the contribution of what
each employee brings to their role, and all that they give to their position day in and day out!
Being aware and present when speaking to our employees and listening to them allows us to
better support them and in turn gain better work performance for our client partners.

ABOUT TALENTBURST, INC.
TalentBurst has two distinct service offerings focused on ensuring Total Talent Management
and business continuity for our customers – Global Talent Cloud solutions and Staff
Augmentation.
Their Global Talent Cloud solutions group is a leader in High Hazard & Global Payroll and IC
validation and Compliance solution. The Staffing division is consistently ranked as one of the
top providers of talent for their clients’ technology, engineering, professional services,
scientific and healthcare staffing needs.
Staffing Industry Analyst, INC. Magazine and Boston Business Journal have consistently
ranked TalentBurst, Inc. among the fastest growing and largest private companies in North
America.

Share Your Story and Event
We would love to hear your success stories. CAMSC would like to share your success with our members to provide
inspiration. If you have an event promoting supplier diversity or have achieved an important milestone and would like
CAMSC to promote it via our newsletter, please contact us at events@camsc.ca.

CAMSC BIG
TICKET EVENTS
Diversity Procurement Fair 2021
EVENT DATE AND TIME
20 & 21 April (Tues & Wed) - 1:00 - 5:00 PM (ET)
27 & 28 April (Tues & Wed) - 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (ET)
INVITE ONLY SESSIONS
20 April - Corporate Member Forum - 3:15 - 4:45 PM (ET)
21 April - New Member Reception - 4:00 - 5:00 PM (ET)
(***New Members without full event ticket can attend only this
session for free; new members with ticket are eligible for all
sessions***)

Business Intelligence Webinar
Get Digital: Upping Your E-Commerce
Game
EVENT DATE AND TIME
11 May (Tues) - 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM (ET)

Business Achievement Awards 2021
EVENT DATE AND TIME
30 September (Thurs)

Welcome Our New Corporate Members

Visit Corporate Members page to see all our members | For information on latest events, visit Events page on www.camsc.ca

MEET OUR TEAM

Cassandra Dorrington
President & CEO

Christina Rodrigues
Director, Member Services

Daphne Shih
Director, Business Development & Partnerships

Indira Lokhram
Manager, Support Services

Vandhana Srinivasan
Marketing Specialist

Belinda Choi
Project Coordinator

Katryn Persaud
Operations Analyst

